
1Number of motors

KnobsType of manual control devices

MechanicalType of control

OK-003-DU5345WShort description of the product

N/ARemote control

Features :

Basic information :

YesAir exhaust

545 mmDepth of the packed product

180 mmHeight of the packed product

550 mmWidth of the packed product

485 mmDepth of the product

130 mmHeight of the product

500 mmWidth of the product

4,9 KgGross weight

3,9 KgNet weight

130 mmHeight of product, without chimney

150 cmLength of electrical supply cord

CEApproval certificates

50 HzFrequenc

220-240 VVoltage

10 ACurrent

113 WConnection Rating

ConvertibleOperating mode

Motor integrated in the hoodMotor location

Under cabinetInstallation type

ClassicTypology

Painted steelMaterial body

WhiteColor body

3838942396144EAN code

180931Internal article number

DU5345WCommercial code

Kitchen hoodProduct name / Family

GorenjeBrand

Built-inConstruction type

N/ADecor panel options

Kitchen hoodProduct group

180931
DU5345W

Kitchen hood

51 dB(A)re 1 pWSound pressure / speed I
152 WPower input/speed III
125 WPower input/speed II
108 WPower input/speed I
64 dB(A)re 1 pWMax. noise level

172 m³/h
Maximum extraction rate by extraction
operation

99 m³/hAir flow by extraction version, step 1
OptionalOdour filter
198064Grease filter code
198056Coal filter code (optional as separate purchase)

Washable grease filter
AluminiumFilter material

Washable grease filter
1Number of filters
On/off light switchIllumination setting

Power saving LED lighting fixtures are highly
energy-efficient, have a notably longer
useful life and consume less power.

LED
1Number of lights
3Number of speed positions

Operation indicator

USP :
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N/APower consumption in off-mode - NEW (2010/30/EC)

N/APower consumption in standby mode (2010/30/EC)

N/ANoice level with boost position

14,5Lighting efficiency (2010/30/EC)

67,3 %Grease filtering efficiency (2010/30/EC)

5,2Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (2010/30/EC)

84,4 %Energy efficiency index (2010/30/EC)

172 m³/hMaximum extraction rate by extraction operation

N/ASound power at min. speed

64 dBSound power at max. speed

N/ANoise level with boost position

DLighting efficiency

DGrease filtering efficiency class

FFluid Dynamic Efficiency class

CEnergy efficiency class

43,3 kWh/yearTotal annual energy consumption

99 m³/hMinimum air flow

172 m³/hMaximum Air flow

N/AAir flow at intenstive or boost setting

Energy label information / Performance :

NoOdour filter

Washable aluminiumGrease filter material

NoNo-return airflow flap

120Diameter of air outlet

64 dB(A) re 1 pWMax. noise level

4 WTotal power of the lamps

LED diodeType of lamps used

1Number of lights

ON/OFFIllumination setting

162 m³/hMaximum output recirculating air

172 m³/hMaximum output air extraction

NoBoost position

3Number of speed settings

85 WTotal power of the motors

1Number of motors
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